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THE JUNE 2012 “AWAKE!” CITATION OF EPHRAIM STERN 
(Doug Mason 

doug_mason1940@yahoo.com.au) 

The Watchtower Society (WTS) rests its authority on its position that after the Kingdom government 

of God restored its focus towards earth in 1914, this re-established government selected the WTS in 

1919 to be its sole representative upon Earth. 

If there was a re-establishment of God‘s Kingdom government, there would be a period when its 

activities towards Earth had been suspended. The WTS says this period commenced when the group 

of Jews who had murdered Gedaliah entered Egypt. At that moment, says the WTS, the land of Judah 

became devoid of people. This absolute absence of people supposedly continued for 70 years until the 

first Returnees gathered at the site of the ruined temple at Jerusalem in 537 BCE (a date that the WTS 

is incapable of establishing). 

Citation of Ephraim Stern 

The ―Awake!‖ of June 2012 cites noted archaeologist Ephraim Stern in support of its position: 

 

The writer of the magazine article failed to identify the source of that quotation, which made it 

impossible for the reader to determine the context and what else Ephraim Stern had written there. 

The sentence cited by ―Awake!‖ appears in ―The Babylonian Gap‖, Biblical Archaeology Review, 

26:6, November/December 2000, available at: 

http://cojs.org/cojswiki/The_Babylonian_Gap,_Ephraim_Stern,_BAR_26:06,_Nov/Dec_2000 

In that article, Stern contrasts the impact of the Assyrians on the nations they conquered against the 

impact of the Babylonians. While both were equally vicious, each left a completely different legacy: 

The periods that followed their conquests could not be less alike. 

While the Assyrians left a clear imprint of their presence in Palestine, 

there is a strange gap after the Babylonian destruction. Call it an 

archaeological gap, if you wish. 

This is the ―gap‖ that Stern refers to, a gap in the archaeological record. 

By ―604 B.C.E.‖ in the following, Stern means the first year of Nebuchadnezzar. 

Above the remains left by these destructions, we find no evidence of 

occupation until the Persian period, which began in about 538 B.C.E. 

For roughly half a century—from 604 B.C.E. to 538 B.C.E.—there is 

a complete gap in evidence suggesting occupation. In all that time, 

not a single town destroyed by the Babylonians was resettled. …  

http://cojs.org/cojswiki/The_Babylonian_Gap,_Ephraim_Stern,_BAR_26:06,_Nov/Dec_2000
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From the period between 604 and 538 B.C.E., for example, not a 

single document connected with the imperial Babylonian 

administration of Palestine has been found. The Babylonian remains 

consist only of a few dozen Neo-Babylonian seals and seal 

impressions, some of which are imports and some of which are 

locally manufactured imitations. 

To ensure that no one should draw the conclusion that the land was without people, Stern writes: 

I do not mean to imply that the country was uninhabited during the 

period between the Babylonian destruction and the Persian period. 

There were undoubtedly some settlements, but the population was 

very small. Many towns and villages were either completely or partly 

destroyed. The rest were barely functioning. International trade 

virtually ceased. Only two regions appear to have been spared this 

fate—the northern part of Judah (the region of Benjamin) and 

probably the land of Ammon, although the latter region awaits further 

investigation. 

Stern details his findings in his book, ―Archaeology of the Land of the Bible, Volume II: The 

Assyrian, Babylonian, and Persian Periods (732 – 332 BCE)‖. The statements that follow are based on 

the contents of that book. 

“From 604 BCE to 538 BCE” 

604 BCE 
Ephraim Stern starts the period with 604 BCE because he says that is when Nebuchadnezzar‘s reign 

began and he took control of territories that included Judah. That year of 604 BCE saw the start of 

Babylonian domination of the region, when Nebuchadnezzar installed Jehoiakim as king of Judah. 

538 BCE 
Stern ends the period of Babylonian domination with its defeat at the hand of Persia in 539 BCE and 

the establishment of the Persian Empire when Cyrus ascended the Babylonian throne at the start of the 

following year. 

The meaning of the expression 
Stern‘s expression ―604 BCE to 538 BCE‖ therefore means ―from the first year of Nebuchadnezzar to 

the first year of Cyrus‖. 

“A complete gap in evidence suggesting occupation” 

From his dates, Stern is saying this gap in archaeological evidence included the time while kings were 

still ruling in Jerusalem. While Stern reports the absence of archaeological evidence during that 

period, he makes it very clear that people remained on the land. 

 “Not a single town destroyed by the Babylonians was resettled” 

Stern states that unlike the Assyrians, the Babylonians did not rebuild the cities they destroyed. But 

the Babylonians did not destroy every city. Neither does he mean that there were no people living in 

or near those destroyed cities. Stern makes it abundantly clear that people remained on the land during 

this period of Babylonian domination. 

Stern quite forcibly records the complete devastation of Jerusalem (consistently dating it at 586 BCE) 

and also of the cities to its south and east. However, he makes it abundantly clear that the Benjamin 

region of northern Judah did not suffer; indeed Benjamin prospered during the period.
1
 The 

Babylonians set up the seat of local government at Mizpah in Benjamin, which role it continued to 

enjoy until long after Jews returned from exile. 

                                                      
1
 This accords with the information provided by Oded Lipschits 
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Comments by “Leolaia” at http://www.Jehovahs-Witness.net  

So here is the fuller portion that the Society quotes: 

But the strange thing is that above the remains left by these 

destructions, we find no evidence of occupation until the Persian 

period, which began in about 538 B.C.E. For roughly half a century—

from 604 B.C.E. to 538 B.C.E.—there is a complete gap in evidence 

suggesting occupation. In all that time, not a single town destroyed 

by the Babylonians was resettled. 

Notice that this concerns only the cities that the Babylonians destroyed. This is occupation of the 

destroyed cities themselves, not of the land as a whole, or the cities that were not destroyed. What the 

Society doesn't quote is this: 

I do not mean to imply that the country was uninhabited during 

the period between the Babylonian destruction and the Persian period. 

There were undoubtedly some settlements, but the population was 

very small. Many towns and villages were either completely or partly 

destroyed. The rest were barely functioning. International trade 

virtually ceased. Only two regions appear to have been spared this 

fate—the northern part of Judah (the region of Benjamin) and 

probably the land of Ammon, although the latter region awaits 

further investigation. 

Not only does Stern deny that the country was uninhabited but he indicates that the land of Benjamin 

was spared the fate of the rest of the country. Compare this with how Stern is quoted in the 2012 

article: 

Did the Israelites remain captive in Babylon for 70 years as the 

Bible foretold? Note the comments of a leading Israeli archaeologist, 

Ephrain Stern. "From 604 B.C.E. to 538 B.C.E.—there is a complete 

gap in evidence suggesting occupation. In all that time, not a single 

town destroyed by the Babylonians was resettled.'" The so-called gap 

in which there was no occupation or resettling of conquered 

territory corresponds closely to Israel's exile in Babylon from 607 to 

537 B.C.E.—2 Chronicles 36:20, 21. 

Stern is made here to support the view that that there was no occupation or resettling of the territory at 

all during the Babylonian exile, when he actually says the opposite. 

http://www.jehovahs-witness.net/watchtower/bible/224416/1/The-June-2012-citation-of-Ephraim-Stern 

 

  

http://www.jehovahs-witness.net/
http://www.jehovahs-witness.net/watchtower/bible/224416/1/The-June-2012-citation-of-Ephraim-Stern
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TELL OTHERS THE TRUTH. 
(from: Live with Jehovah’s Day in Mind, 

Watchtower Bible and Tract Society, 2006, pages 114-116) 

 

God desires that we be truthful in our dealings. … 

We might be tempted to mention only selected details, editing them to 

color the facts. Hence, what we say might technically be true yet give 

a totally different impression. While this may not be flagrant lying, 

such as is common in the world today, is it really ‗speaking truth each 

one with his neighbor,‘ or brother? (Ephesians 4:15, 25; 1 Timothy 

4:1, 2) 

When a Christian phrases things in such a way that he inwardly 

knows is leading brothers to a wrong conclusion, to believe 

something that is really not true, not accurate, how do you think 

God feels? 

The prophets realized that even men and women dedicated to 

Jehovah at times ignore what he wants from them. Hosea expressed 

God‘s feelings about some in his day:  

―Despoiling to them, for they have transgressed against me! 

And I myself proceeded to redeem them, but they themselves 

have spoken lies even against me.‖ 

Beyond telling direct and undeniable lies against Jehovah, some gave 

in to ―the pronouncing of curses and practicing of deception,‖ perhaps 

distorting facts so as to mislead others. (Hosea 4:1, 2; 7:1-3, 13; 10:4; 

12:1) 

Hosea wrote those words in Samaria, the northern kingdom. Were 

things better in Judah? Micah tells us: 

―Her own rich men have become full of violence, and her own 

inhabitants have spoken falsehood, and their tongue is tricky in 

their mouth.‖ (Micah 6:12) 

It is good that we be aware of how those prophets condemned the 

―practicing of deception‖ and those whose ―tongue is tricky in their 

mouth.‖ 

Thus even Christians, who would certainly not tell deliberate lies, can 

ask: ‗Might I at times practice deception or have a tricky tongue in 

my mouth? What does God desire of me in this respect?‘ 
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THE BABYLONIAN GAP, EPHRAIM STERN, BAR 26:06, NOV/DEC 2000. 

http://cojs.org/cojswiki/The_Babylonian_Gap,_Ephraim_Stern,_BAR_26:06,_Nov/Dec_2000  

The Assyrians impressed their culture on Israel … the Babylonians left no trace 

The Assyrians and Babylonians both ravaged large parts of ancient Israel, yet the archaeological 

evidence from the aftermath of their respective conquests tells two very different stories. Why? In 721 

B.C.E., the Assyrians brought an end to the northern kingdom of Israel. A little more than a century 

later, the Assyrians themselves suffered defeat at the hands of the Babylonians, who became the 

world‘s new superpower. The Babylonians were no less bent on mayhem and destruction than the 

Assyrians had been: In 586 B.C.E., they burnt Jerusalem and destroyed the Temple, bringing an end 

to the southern kingdom of Judah and 400 years of Davidic rule.  

As destroyers, the Assyrians and Babylonians had much in common. But the periods that followed 

their conquests could not be less alike. While the Assyrians left a clear imprint of their presence in 

Palestine, there is a strange gap after the Babylonian destruction. Call it an archaeological gap, if you 

wish.  

The savage Babylonian destruction of Jerusalem is well documented both in the Bible (in the books of 

Jeremiah and Lamentations) and in the archaeological record. When Nebuchadnezzar first placed the 

city under siege in 597 B.C.E., the city quickly capitulated, thereby avoiding a general destruction. 

But in response to a revolt by Judah‘s King Zedekiah, Nebuchadnezzar dispatched an army that, after 

an 18-month siege, captured and destroyed the city in 586 B.C.E. The evidence of this destruction is 

widely confirmed in Jerusalem excavations. [a] 

On his first swing through Judah, Nebuchadnezzar had destroyed much of Philistia—Ekron, Tel 

Batash, Tell Jemmeh, Ruqeish and Tel Sera‗. Particularly devastated was Ashkelon, which the 

Babylonians sacked in 604 B.C.E. [b]  

Similar evidence of Babylonian destruction can be found throughout the Beersheba Valley, in the 

Aravah (the valley south of the Dead Sea) and in the Jordan River valley. From south to north, we can 

trace the effects of Babylonian might—at Tell el-Kheleifeh on the coast of the Red Sea, at Ein Gedi 

on the shore of the Dead Sea, and further north at Dan, the source of the Jordan River. The same is 

true in excavations at major northern sites—Hazor; Megiddo, overlooking the Jezreel Valley; and 

Dor, on the Mediterranean coast—and in central Judah, where, in addition to Jerusalem, we may look 

at Ramat Rahel and Lachish, among other sites.  

But the strange thing is that above the remains left by these destructions, we find no evidence of 

occupation until the Persian period, which began in about 538 B.C.E. For roughly half a century—

from 604 B.C.E. to 538 B.C.E.—there is a complete gap in evidence suggesting occupation. In all that 

time, not a single town destroyed by the Babylonians was resettled.
1
 This is true even of the old 

Assyrian fortresses along the Way of the Sea (the Via Maris); they were reoccupied only in the 

Persian period, as shown by the recently excavated fort at Rishon le-Zion.
2
 The only indications of a 

Babylonian presence in Palestine are the massive destruction levels the Babylonians left behind. 

These are indeed impressive, but there is nothing above them that can be attributed to the Babylonian 

period.  

The Babylonian destruction of the major harbor towns along the Palestinian coast also ended the 

previously intensive import of Greek ceramics into the country. As scholar Saul Weinberg has 

lamented, ―We are left with a gap of almost a century for which we have so little imported Greek 

pottery that it is of no help just when it is most needed.‖ 
3
 

The Babylonian period is characterized by other notable absences as well. From the period between 

604 and 538 B.C.E., for example, not a single document connected with the imperial Babylonian 

administration of Palestine has been found. The Babylonian remains consist only of a few dozen Neo-

Babylonian seals and seal impressions, some of which are imports and some of which are locally 

manufactured imitations. But even a superficial examination of the stratigraphic contexts of these 

objects shows that some date to the late seventh and very early sixth centuries B.C.E. (essentially 

http://cojs.org/cojswiki/The_Babylonian_Gap,_Ephraim_Stern,_BAR_26:06,_Nov/Dec_2000
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before the Babylonian destruction), while the majority date to the Persian period. Very few can be 

safely attributed to the Babylonian period itself. 
4
 

Archaeologists have recovered three Babylonian cuneiform tablets in Palestine. Two of these 

tablets—one from Mikhmoret on the Sharon coast and the other from Buseireh in Edom—might have 

provided evidence for the renewal of international trade along two major highways, but they are dated 

to the Persian period rather than the Babylonian period.
5
 Only the third tablet, a dedicatory inscription 

from Tell en-Nasbeh in Benjamin, may perhaps belong to the Babylonian period, but even it comes 

from a doubtful context. Other evidence of international trade is entirely lacking.  

True, a huge inscribed Babylonian rock relief has recently been traced above the Edomite city of Sela, 

which lies east of the Jordan on the Kings‘ Highway (the ancient route leading from Mesopotamia to 

Arabia, Palestine and Egypt). But the text is a memorial inscription attributed to the last Babylonian 

monarch, Nabunaid. Inscribed during one of his campaigns in this area, it has nothing to do with the 

Babylonian administration of the country.
6
 

Now let us compare this with the situation after the Assyrian conquest. The Assyrian period lasted 75 

years—from about 715 B.C.E., when Samaria was occupied in the north, to 640 B.C.E., when the 

Assyrians retreated from their estates in Palestine. This is only slightly longer than the Babylonian 

period, which lasted about 65 years.  

After their conquest, the Assyrians established several provinces in Palestine. Four stone memorial 

stelae erected by Assyrian kings have been recovered at Samaria, Ashdod (see photo, below), Ben-

Shemen and Kakun,
7
 and Assyrian administrative tablets in cuneiform have been found at Sepphoris, 

Tell Keisan, Samaria, Gezer and Hadid. In addition, archaeologists can study the Lamashtu tabletc 

that was discovered in the vicinity of Lachish.
8
 Excavations have uncovered Assyrian structures at 

Ayeleth ha-Shahar, Gezer, Tell Jemmeh, Tel Sera‗, Tel Haror and elsewhere, and we have already 

mentioned the line of fortresses that the Assyrians established along the Via Maris. Palestine also 

witnessed the construction of Assyrian-style gates and fortifications, even as the local four-room 

house was replaced by the Mesopotamian open-court house (see photo and plan).
9
 The Assyrians also 

influenced the region‘s burial customs, as demonstrated by the clay coffins found at sites in all the 

territories of northern Israel under direct Assyrian control. These sites include Dor, Megiddo, Tell el-

Qitaf, Dothan, Samaria, Tell el-Far‘ah (north) and, recently, Jezreel.
10

 

Assyrian palace ware and its local imitations are common features of excavations in northern Israel, 

as are Assyrian reliefs, stone vessels,
11

 metal artifacts and imported seals, some of them inscribed with 

official titles. Moreover, glyptic art in Palestine, which had previously been based on Phoenician-

Israelite archetypes, appears to have been revolutionized by Assyrian glyptic styles.
12

 

In short, the archaeological record points to an enormous difference between the period following the 

Babylonian conquest and the period following the Assyrian conquest. But how can we account for 

this difference? Clearly it is not a result of chance. On the contrary, the difference is attributable to a 

difference in the policies of the two empires. While the Assyrians at first adopted a policy of 

destruction and deportation, this policy was soon almost entirely reversed. The Assyrians rebuilt 

almost every destroyed town, sending in large numbers of new people from other lands, on a scale 

seldom seen in the long history of Palestine. Indeed, this is a phenomenon still awaiting proper study. 

The rebuilding of Megiddo, Dor, Dothan and many other towns completely changed the character of 

the desolated country.  

The Babylonians, by contrast, did nothing to reverse the damage inflicted during their initial phase of 

domination, when, in addition to destroying, burning and looting all the settlements they occupied, 

they also systematically deported those inhabitants of the region whom they did not kill. Unlike their 

Assyrian counterparts, the Babylonian authorities never built anything. Moreover, their destruction of 

the country‘s major harbor towns along the Mediterranean coast ruined international trade relations 

and left the economic situation of the rest of the country, including the previous Assyrian provinces, 

in shambles. As a result, the people in the region were reduced to poverty. It is interesting that in 

archaeological parlance there is no clearly defined period called ―Babylonian.‖ Indeed, the 

Babylonian gap is implied by the time charts typically found in Bible handbooks: The destruction of 
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Judah is followed by the Persian period, when, following the eclipse of the Babylonians by the 

comparatively benign Persians, the Jewish exiles were permitted to return to Palestine.  

I do not mean to imply that the country was uninhabited during the period between the Babylonian 

destruction and the Persian period. There were undoubtedly some settlements, but the population was 

very small. Many towns and villages were either completely or partly destroyed. The rest were barely 

functioning. International trade virtually ceased. Only two regions appear to have been spared this 

fate—the northern part of Judah (the region of Benjamin) and probably the land of Ammon, although 

the latter region awaits further investigation.
13

 

The rest of Palestine was largely barren.  

 

a. See Hershel Shanks, ―Excavating in the Shadow of the Temple Mount,‖ BAR 12:06; Benjamin 

Mazar, ―Excavations Near Temple Mount Reveal Splendors of Herodian Jerusalem,‖ BAR 06:04; 

Suzanne F. Singer, ―Found in Jerusalem: Remains of the Babylonian Siege,‖ BAR 02:01; Nitza 

Rosovsky, ―A Thousand Years of History in Jerusalem‘s Jewish Quarter,‖ BAR 18:03.  

b. See Lawrence E. Stager, ―The Fury of Babylon,‖ BAR 22:01.  

c. In Mesopotamian mythology, Lamashtu was a female demon who attacked newborn children and 

caused pregnant women to miscarry. Lamashtu amulets and plaques contained incantations to ward 

off the demon‘s evil deeds.  
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TABLE 1 
K I N G S OF J U D A H , A S S Y R I A , T H E N E O - B A B Y L O N I A N K I N G D O M , A N D P E R S I A 

Judah Assyria Neo-Babylonian Kingdom Persia (Achaemenids) 
Tiglath-pileser III 744-727 

Hezekiah 727-698 Shalmaneser V 726-722 
Sargon II 721-705 

Manasseh 698-642 Sennacherib 704-681 
Esarhaddon 680-669 

Amon 641-640 Ashurbanipal 668-627 
Josiah 639-609 
Jehoahaz 609 
Jehoiakim 608-598 
Jehoiachin 597 
Zedekiah 596-586 

Nabopolassar 625-605 

Nebuchadnezzar II 604-562 

Amel Marduk 561-560 
Nergal Shar Usur 560-556 
Nabonidus 556-539 

Cyrus II 

Cambyses II 
Darius I 
Xerxes 
Artaxerxes I 
Darius II 
Artaxerxes II 
Artaxerxes III 
Arses (Xerxes II) 
Darius III 

559-529 

528-523 
522-486 
485-465 
464-424 
423-405 
404-359 
358-338 
338-335 
335-331 
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rial culture, in other aspects there are considerable differences within it. The 
fate of the region varied greatly from period to period because of the differ
ent policies of the occupying powers toward it, a fact that is clearly reflected 
in the complexity of the archaeological finds. 

In the first stage, from the Assyrian to the Babylonian conquests (732-604 
BCE), the region was divided between eight peoples (or seven after the con
quest): Aramaeans, Phoenicians, Israelites, Judahites, Philistines, Am
monites, Moabites, and Edomites. It was subject to various foreign 
influences: Assyrian, Egyptian, and Greek, Since each people created its own 
particular material culture from these various components, the first book of 
this volume, which deals with the Assyrian period, is divided into chapters 
according to these cultural entities. 

In the second period, that of the Babylonian kingdom (604-539 BCE), the 
picture changes radically. The Babylonians, who conquered the region in 
waves between 604 and 582 BCE , caused widespread destruction, looting, 
and carrying to Babylon everything that was portable. The land was left in 
ruins, plundered of its wealth and its inhabitants, throughout the rule of the 
Babylonians, who displayed meager interest in it. Indeed, apart from two 
limited areas, one in Benjamin and one in Ammon, little remained in the re
gion, and this period, the subject of the second book, is a virtual vacuum. 

The third power, the Achaemenian Persians (538-332 BCE), did not con
quer the region by force but found it desolate. The Persians conducted a dif
ferent policy from their two predecessors: they permitted each people or 
organized ethnic group to return to the territory that was theirs before the 
Babylonian conquest, or to settle in deserted regions. Thus the Jews returned 
to Judah, while the coastal port cities in the former Philistia were settled 
mainly by Phoenicians. The material culture of the Land of the Bible was now 
divided not into seven but into two regional cultures: that of the coastal area, 
which was in effect part of the koine that included the entire coast of the east
ern Mediterranean, and that of the hills, which reflected to a great extent the 
cultures of the two peoples of the interior, the Jews and the Samaritans. 

Much effort has been devoted to the bibliography to enable the interested 
reader to continue to study each of the periods and the subjects treated here. 
The bibliography is as up-to-date as possible and is organized according to 
the various periods and chapters of the book. 

This book would not have been possible without the dedicated work of 
my fellow archaeologists. Very many of them, too numerous to name here. 
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mediately after succeeding to the throne, Nebuchadnezzar II king of Baby
lon (605-562 BCE) defeated the Egyptian army stationed at Carchemish and 
gained another victory over the Egyptians a short time later, near the city of 
Hammat. This time the Babylonians drove the Egyptian army out of Syria 
and built their own headquarters at Rivla, the seat of authority of the de
feated Egyptian governor. From here, the Babylonian monarch sent his 
troops to chase the retreating Egyptians farther south. 

In 604 BCE, the Babylonians arrived in Philistia. Within a short time, they 
conquered Ashkelon, took its king captive, destroyed the city, and deported 
all its inhabitants. Results of the latest extensive excavations conducted in 
this region (see below) appear to indicate that at that time, almost all of the 
other important Philistine towns were completely destroyed and razed and 
did not recover until the start of the Persian period, i.e., when a new imperial 
policy was implemented. According to a citation from Berosos preserved by 
Josephus Flavins {Against Apion 1.19), during the same campaigns the Baby
lonian army almost reached the Egyptian border. 

An Aramaic letter found at Saqqara in Egypt, written on a papyrus from 
the time of these campaigns, was sent to "our lord, king pharaoh," perhaps 
even Pharaoh Necho himself, by a certain "King Adon," whose name and 
city are not preserved. He requested help against the approaching Babylo
nian army. The letter was perhaps sent by the king of Ashkelon, or perhaps 
by some other Philistine king (the king of Ekron?), whose city was captured 
and destroyed some time later. 

In the same year, Judah was subjugated and King Jehoiakim transferred 
his allegiance from Egypt and became a vassal of the Babylonian king (Jere
miah 31:9). 

In the following years, the Babylonian armies returned to "the land of 
Hatti" (west of the Euphrates). One campaign was conducted in 603 BCE, 
perhaps resulting in the capture and destruction of the city of Gaza. 

In 601 BCE, the Babylonians returned to Palestine. This time they tried un
successfully to conquer Egypt. They suffered great losses and returned to 
Babylon. This event perhaps encouraged King Jehoiakim of Judah to rebel 
against them. In 599 BCE , a stronger Babylonian army was sent to the region. 
This force assaulted first the Arabs (Jeremiah 49:28-33), forcing them to 
change their trade route so that it would pass through Babylonian-governed 
territory; at that time they encouraged all east Jordanian peoples—the Am
monites, the Moabites, and the Edomites—to wage war against King Je
hoiakim of Judah (2 Kings 24:4). Immediately afterward (598 BCE), the 
Babylonian king himself arrived to suppress the rebellion in Judah. In 597 
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BCE, Jehoiakim died and his son Jehoiachin succeeded him as a king. Judah 
surrendered: King Jehoiachin and his officers were exiled to Babylon, and 
Zedekiah, Jehoiakim's younger brother and the uncle of the present king Je
hoiachin, was appointed by the Babylonians in his place (according to Jere
miah 52:28, the Babylonians also deported 3,023 people from Judah at the 
end of this episode). 

In 594/3 BCE, King Zedekiah started preparations for the final Judaean re
volt against Babylon, probably with the encouragement of Pharaoh Psamtik 
II king of Egypt (595-589 BCE). Zedekiah was soon ordered to come to Baby
lon (Jeremiah 27:2). On the death of Psamtik in 589 BCE , Pharaoh Hophra 
(Apries) came to power and spent his entire reign continuously fighting 
against the Babylonians. 

In 588 BCE, with Egyptian support, the final rebellion erupted in Judah. 
Nebuchadnezzar returned to Jerusalem and laid siege to the city. He was 
forced to abandon the siege for a short time in order to engage an Egyptian 
force sent to Judah's rescue (Jeremiah 37:5). The Egyptians were again de
feated and soon retreated, leaving the Judaeans to fight alone, and the Baby
lonians resumed the siege. 

In 586 BCE, Jerusalem was captured by the Babylonians. The city and the 
temple were destroyed, and subsequendy, an important part of its popula
tion was deported (2 Kings 25:12; Jeremiah 39:9-10; 52:15-16). The Babylo
nians appear to have exiled only members of the upper classes at this time. 
Additional deportations took place in later years: in the twenty-third year of 
Nebuchadnezzar (582/1 BCE), carried out by his general Nebuzaradan, prob
ably at the time when Nebuchadnezzar himself campaigned against the peo
ples east of the Jordan, especially Moab and Edom. 

In contrast to the Assyrians, the Babylonians never exiled any peoples 
from the other lands under their control to Palestine. The story recorded by 
Josephus Flavius on a lengthy siege laid by Nebuchadnezzar against Tyre, 
which lasted thirteen years, perhaps fits within this context {Against Apion 
1.21; cf. Ezekiel 29:17-18). Because the Babylonian Chronicle covers only the 
first eleven years of Nebuchadnezzar's reign (605-594 BCE) and does not in
clude the siege of Tyre, it seems probable that it began later, perhaps in 587 
BCE (Ezekiel 26:7-14) or 570 BCE (Ezekiel 29:17-20), during the height of 
Babylonian military activity in the region. In any case, a Babylonian adminis
trative document dating to the 560s mentions the existence of a Babylonian 
army unit at Tyre, under a Babylonian procurator. Some additional details 
about Nebuchadnezzar's campaigns in Syria are inscribed in his stela carved 
on the rocks overlooking the Nahr el-Kalb River, near Tyre. 
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Concerning Palestine, there are almost no biblical sources for the period 
of Babylonian domination except, perhaps, for a short period after the fall of 
Jerusalem, when Gedaliah the son of Ahikam, a pro-Babylonian minister of 
Zedekiah, the last of the Judaean kings, tried to establish an autonomous 
government at Mizpah (Tell en-Nasbeh), before being killed by Ishmael, a 
member of the Judaean royal family. 

Another source of information concerning the Babylonian administrative 
system and the maintenance of the exiles in the land of Babylon itself is the 
records found in the excavations of the city of Babylon. These documents 
shed some light on the administrative system of this huge empire. From these 
documents, published mainly by E. Weidner, it is clear that many of the de
portees who were settled in Babylon, including Jehoiachin king of Judah and 
his sons, as well as the sons of Aga' the last king of Ashkelon and their com
panions (who had probably been exiled earlier, in 604 BCE), received fixed 
rations from the Babylonian royal treasury. These exiles apparendy had a 
special status in Babylon. It also seems that Nebuchadnezzar held all mem
bers of royal families of conquered lands in Babylon, either as hostages or as 
candidates to replace the active kings of subject lands if the latter misbe
haved. Concerning the establishment of the new system of appointment of 
rulers from among the members of these royal houses, or from the ranks of 
the previous high administration officials in the rebellious countries, we learn 
from the appointment of Zedekiah as king and, later, of Gedaliah son of 
Ahikam as governor in Judah (cf. Against Apion 1.21, concerning appoint
ments in Tyre). 

Deportees who were not members of the royal houses were organized in 
numerous settlements established in the vicinity of Nippur: Philistines lived 
in communities named after their hometowns, §uch as "Ashkelon" and 
"Gaza"; Phoenicians lived in "the house of the Tyrians" and in "Arvad," 
clearly named after the towns from which they were exiled. As for the de
portees from Judah, we find a similar pattern, though with a significant vari
ation: the Judaeans were settled in the Nippur area, on the Kebar River, but 
the names of their settlements were of a different character: they were local 
names such as Tel Aviv (Til-Abubu), Tel Melah, etc. 

The Babylonian kings who came to power after Nebuchadnezzar, Amel 
Marduk (562-560 BCE) and Nergal Shar Usur (560-556 BCE), reigned for too 
short a time to influence the remote regions of the empire. After them, 
Nabonidus, last of the Babylonian kings (556-539 BCE), was enthroned. He 
was a rather unusual character, who left his land for many years to live at the 
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remote site of Tema in Arabia, leaving imperial matters to his son Belshazzar. 
Economic, religious, military, and even medical reasons have been offered to 
explain his behavior, but available data, though enriched within the last 
twenty-five years by new sources, which have sparked renewed scholarly de
bate, are too meager to permit a decisive conclusion to be reached. It is, how
ever, almost a common opinion that Nabonidus was mentally unbalanced. 
We know nothing about events in Palestine during his reign, except perhaps 
for one large rock inscription incised on the cliffs overlooking the Edomite 
town of Sela located along the King's Highway. This inscription, only re
cently discovered, depicts the image of the standing king. Nabonidus had 
been identified mainly by his pecuHar headdress and the accompanying 
Babylonian divine symbols, for the text is completely erased. 

Following the large-scale destruction of Palestine that followed the Baby
lonian conquest, all the royal families that existed during Assyrian rule were 
eliminated; not only the royal Judaean house but those of Philistia as well: 
the kings of Ashdod, Ashkelon, Gaza, and Ekron; and those east of the Jor
dan: Ammon, Moab, and Edom. Al l disappear from the Palestinian stage at 
this time. 

During the Babylonian period, power appears to have been transferred 
for the first time, in the southern and eastern parts of the country as well, 
from the hands of the kings to the empire's administrators, whether local of
ficials (as, for example, Gedaliah the son of Ahikam in Judah) or unknown 
imperial Babylonian officials. In the north, in the province of Samaria, the 
house of Sanballat appears to have continued to provide provincial gover
nors during this period and down to the Persian period (see below). 

In 538 BCE, the Babylonian empire was defeated by Cyrus king of the 
Achaemenian Persians, and the entire area west of the Euphrates was trans
ferred without a battle to the v/inner, who, in turn, adopted an entirely dif
ferent policy toward Palestine, as we shall see below. 

T H E C H A R A C T E R O F T H E B A B Y L O N I A N R E G I M E 

B A B Y L O N I A N D O M I N A T I O N O F Palestine lasted for approximately 
seventy years (604-538 BCE), a period of time roughly equal to that of Assyr
ian rule. A clear distinction must be made between the influence of Babylo
nian occupation on the country and its material culture and that of their 
Assyrian predecessors and the Persians after them. Although the Babylo-
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II. 1 Excavated sites of the Babylonian period 

nians created a new administrative organization, different from that of their 
predecessors, this did not leave any clear traces in the country's archaeologi
cal record. The reasons for this unique situation will now be examined. 

During the Babylonian period, the main foreign influence in Palestine re
mained Mesopotamian culture. In many cases, this makes it almost impossi
ble to determine if a certain artifact with Babylonian parallels should be 
dated to the late Assyrian period, to the Babylonian period, or even to the 
early Persian period. During all three periods, Palestine absorbed influences 
from the same remote Mesopotamian center. 

Another, more important factor lies in the character of Babylonian domi
nation itself as noted above: it was an extremely centralized regime, inter
ested only in the welfare of the capital city of Babylon and its immediate 
surroundings, and completely neglected the periphery. This policy had dev
astating results for Palestine. 

Subsequently, the most prominent feature left by seventy years of Baby-
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Ionian domination in Palestine was the total destruction and devastation of 
all the main cities that had flourished during the Assyrian period, even those 
fortresses established by the Assyrian authorities themselves. A survey of the 
results of all the archaeological excavations conducted in Palestine (minus 
regions of Phoenicia, Benjamin, and Transjordan) reveals that all its cities lay 
in ruins by the end of the Babylonian period. This has produced an almost 
complete gap in the archaeology-history of Palestine, a view strengthened 
from one excavation to the next. 

Archaeological findings for the Babylonian period throughout Palestine 
include massive destruction levels, a few weapons (arrow- and lanceheads), 
and some seals and seal impressions (a large number of which may actually 
belong to the Persian period). The only two Neo-Babylonian clay tablets 
found in Palestine are also dated to the Persian period. A few tombs appear 
to date from the end of the Judaean monarchy and to continue into the Baby
lonian period, but each of them also contained Persian-period finds, and it is 
still impossible to establish if Persian burials did not follow Judaean ones, 
with a gap in between. Even with great effort, no more than one or two types 
of clay vessels can be found that may be safely attributed to this period alone. 

The Babylonian army and its military system were probably similar to the 
Assyrian, as were its equipment, its siege techniques, systems of deportation, 
and other aspects of its military machine. Thus far, however, no major Baby
lonian military remains similar to the numerous ones left by the Assyrians 
during their siege of Lachish have been found, although Babylonian destruc
tion layers are known throughout Judah and elsewhere. It seems that the ma
jor Babylonian effort in Judah was concentrated in the siege of Jerusalem. 
Here, in his excavations of the Upper City, N. Avigad uncovered the remains 
of a gate and a small section of the attached city wall, which were destroyed 
by the Babylonians. He found there a layer of ash at the foot of the fortifica
tions, which contained typical Judaean arrowheads together with Babylonian 
ones. These unique remains of the Babylonian devastation of Jerusalem in 
586 BCE are a clear reflection of the bibUcal sources (2 Kings 25:8; 2 Chroni
cles 36:18-19) describing the destruction, burning, and collapse of houses 
and walls. The archaeological evidence for this phase in Jerusalem's history 
in the rest of the city's excavated areas, especially in the City of David, can be 
counted among the most dramatic at any biblical site. Many of the bufldings 
excavated by Y. Shiloh in the City of David were also destroyed by a fierce 
conflagration: namely, the so-called Ashlar House, House of Ahiel, Burnt 
Room, and House of the Bullae. Their walls collapsed and buried abundant 
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J U D A H A N D I D U M A E A 

HERE WE SHALL first deal with the region of Benjamin. No fewer than 
six of the excavated settlements in this small region include remains attrib
uted to the Babylonian period. This indicates that, in contrast to all other re
gions west of the Jordan that had been conquered by the Babylonians, the 
settlements of Benjamin were not destroyed, continued to exist during the 
Babylonian period, and may even have prospered. According to the biblical 
text (Jeremiah 41), the town of Mizpah (Tel en-Nasbeh), located in this re
gion, was designated by the Babylonians as the seat of Gedaliah son of 
Ahikam, the new governor of the state of Judah, who was appointed by them 
after the destruction of Jerusalem. Mizpah probably continued to function in 
this capacity for a certain period of time after Gedaliah's murder. There can 
be little doubt that this region served as a temporary refuge for "the rest of 
Judah," which included all the other destroyed settlements located south of 
Jerusalem. It seems that this was Mizpah's position, at least until the begin
ning of the Persian period, i.e., until the return from Babylon, the rebuilding 
of the deserted settlements, and especially, the reconstruction of the city of 
Jerusalem and its Temple. 

Sites that have been excavated in the Benjamin region are Bethel, Gibeon, 
Tell el-Ful (Gibeah), Tell en-Nasbeh (Mizpah), Mozah, and a settlement atop 
the hill of Nebi Samuel (probably ha-Ramah). Findings from the latter two 
recently excavated sites have not yet been published. We shall therefore dis
cuss results from the other four. A few tombs in this region contained finds 
that may also attest to continued population during the entire 6th century 
BCE, this including some that should probably be dated to the Babylonian 
period. These tombs have been uncovered at Horvat 'Almit, Tell en-Nasbeh, 
Tell el-Ful, Abu Ghosh, and elsewhere (see below). 

At Bethel toward the do'se of the 7 th century BCE, the city and its shrine 
were rebuilt. It seems that the city did not suffer any major destruction at the 
time of the Babylonian campaign of 586 BCE. On the contrary, the excavators 
pointed out that its prosperity continued until the end of the Babylonian pe
riod, or even until the early Persian period. The city of Gibeon apparently 
also reached the peak of its prosperity in the 7th century BCE, when buildings 
crowned most of its enclosed area, and the Gibeonites busily engaged in pro
ducing and trading wine. If the many Gibeonite inscriptions found here, in
cluding those inscribed on wine-jar handles, are indeed from the Babylonian 
period, as most scholars believe (and see below), then this city, too, contin
ued to prosper during the Babylonian period. Tell el-Ful (Gibeah) has been 
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excavated many times. The most recent excavation demonstrated that Pe
riod III consisted of two phases: IIIA=650-586 BCE and IIIB=586-538 BCE. 
This is the same picture we have already seen of a prosperous town during 
the final phase of the Judaean kingdom, where settlement did not end in de
struction in 586 BCE, but continued through the end of the Babylonian pe
riod. There is no Persian-period layer at this site. 

The picture emerging from the results of the excavations in Benjamin is 
repeated by the results of excavations at the major site and capital of this re
gion. Tell en-Na§beh (biblical Mizpah). As pointed out above, this site 
served as the temporary capital of Judah following the destruction of 
Jerusalem and was the seat of Gedaliah son of Ahikam, for a short time the 
governor of Judah on behalf of the Babylonians. Gedaliah must have had a 
small Babylonian garrison at his disposal, as well as some of the Judaean 
army officers who survived the war; but he was soon assassinated by Ishmael, 
son of Nathaniah, a member of the Judaean royal family, who came from 
Ammon. After the assassination, Ishmael, together with most of the Judaean 
officers and their men, fled to Egypt. It is possible that the important posi
tion that the city of Mizpah enjoyed until this assassination was maintained 
through the rest of the Babylonian period, for an examination of the results 
of the excavation here shows that Stratum 2 should be dated to this period. 
Attributed to Stratum 2 are a few large "four-room" structures in the city 
center and in the gate area, a palace in the northern part of the site (perhaps 
the seat of the governor), and an area assigned to storehouses. The plan of 
the city in this period is entirely different from that during the previous Ju
daean kingdom. Among the important Babylonian-period finds are the 
mw^h seal impressions uncovered here (see below) and a fragment of a 
bronze bracelet bearing a cuneiform dedicatory inscription in a probable 
Neo-Babylonian script. 

These finds allow us to assume that the region of Benjamin, with all its ma
jor towns, even if partly ruined by the Babylonians in 586 BCE, was quickly 
reconstructed, probably becoming a haven for some of the refugees from 
other parts of Judah. Its major town, Mizpah, even became the temporary 
capital of the destroyed Judaean state. At other towns, particularly Gibeon 
and Mozah, wine production either continued or was resumed. All these 
Benjaminite settlements continued to exist during the rest of the Babylonian 
period. Some, such as Mozah and Mizpah, even continued into the Persian 
period. The archaeological evidence shows, however, that all these cities in 
the territory of Benjamin were laid waste in approximately 480 BCE. This date 
is virtually certain, and is based on the date of the Attic pottery uncovered in 
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the excavations of Mizpah, Bethel, Tell el-Ful, and Gibeon. There is no 
known historical event that can count for this destruction. Perhaps these 
towns were only abandoned for various unknown internal reasons. In any 
case, it is interesting to note that this small region continued to function and 
even prosper during the Babylonian period. 

A review of the archaeological evidence from 6th century BCE Judah 
clearly reflects the literary evidence for the complete destruction of all the 
settlements and fortified towns by Nebuchadnezzar II's armies in 386 BCE, a 
decrease in population due to slaughter, deportation, pestilence, flight, and 
resultant total economic collapse, which persisted despite the efforts of those 
who remained behind and those who slowly drifted back. So rudimentary 
must this existence have been that it has proved extremely difficult to find its 
traces in the material remains. Of the destroyed cities and towns, many 
ceased to exist entirely; others were inhabited by poorer elements, who must 
have salvaged material for their shelters from the rubble. Of hundreds of 
sites examined in Judah, many were newly established. Most of these were 
villages or small settlements, largely nameless and therefore not of the type 
that has hitherto attracted the archaeologist interested in biblical sites. A 
number of these has yielded material believed to date to the 6th century BCE. 
It now appears that some of the remaining inhabitants of Judah lived at such 
sites after the more important centers were destroyed by the Babylonians. 

The Babylonian conquest clearly brought total destruction to Jerusalem 
and the Judaean H i l l sites to the south of Jerusalem. It is impossible to de
scribe here in detail the remains associated with this destruction, uncovered 
in several excavations conducted in Jerusalem at the City of David and upon 
the Western H i l l (the Upper City). We shall confine ourselves to two exam
ples. One is in the City of David, where remains of a huge destruction level 
in the residential quarter on the eastern slope (including Area G) were un
covered. This level contained many dozens of clay vessels, found together 
with about fifty bullae. It was possible to date the bullae accurately, which in
cluded the names of Gemariah son of Shaphan and Berachiah son of Neriah 
the scribe, contemporaries of Jeremiah (see above). Another large building 
of this period, which also contained a large quantity of pottery vessels dated 
to the last decade of the Judaean monarchy, was uncovered in the upper part 
of the City of David, where it adjoins the Temple Mount (the milo). The sec
ond example is the impressive remains uncovered in the Upper City (on the 
Western Hill). Here, a well-preserved tower was excavated, which was in
corporated in the city's fortifications destroyed by the Babylonians. At the 
foot of this tower, some weapons from the Babylonian siege were found, in-
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eluding Babylonian arrowheads mixed with local ones utilized by the de
fenders. 

An important question is, was Jerusalem settled during the Babylonian pe
riod? According to Jeremiah 41:5, settlement here may have continued in 
some fashion. But the results of the excavations conducted here do not sup
ply a definitive answer. It seems more probable that the city remained in ru
ins until the Persian period. Some tombs outside and close to the town may 
have belonged to this period, such as the tomb uncovered by G. Barkai at 
Ketef Hinnom, which he attributed in part to the Babylonian period. But 
even these scanty remains are questionable, for this tomb may also have had 
two different phases with an intervening gap: the earlier one from the last 
stage of the Judaean monarchy, and the second from the beginning of the 
Persian period. If so, burial in this tomb was resumed after a hiatus during 
the Babylonian period. 

A more definitive answer emerges at sites excavated in the extensive Ju
daean territory east and south of Jerusalem: here, all excavations attest to a 
complete destruction and gap in the history of.the vast majority of the settle
ments. This gap lasted from the end of the Judaean monarchy until the Per
sian period. Even here, however, at some sites there are scanty remains 
reflecting renewal of settlements on a minor scale. 

On the eastern side of Judah, sites such as Jericho and En-Gedi prospered 
during the last phase of the Judaean kingdom (see above), but did not re
cover from their destruction by the Babylonians untfl the Persian period. 

Among the sites situated in the higher parts of the Judaean Hills is Ramat 
Rahel. Stratum Va here was the final stratum dated to the Judaean monarchy. 
The following stratum, Vb, was attributed by Y. Aharoni to the Persian-
HeUenistic periods (5th to 3rd centuries BCE). A similar picture emerged 
from excavations at Beth-Zur, just a few kilometers south of Ramat Rahel. At 
the site of Khirbet el-Qom (Makkedah), it became evident by the end of the 
excavation that the city was destroyed in 586 BCE. Settlement here was not re
newed even as late as the Hellenistic period. Only at the site of Khirbet Abu 
Tuwein, excavated by A. Mazar, did results indicate continuity following the 
destruction of the settlement during the downfaU of the Judaean kingdom. 
Mazar claims that "its central buflding continued in use from the Babylonian 
period to the beginning of the postexilic period, and this may reflect the con
tinuity of the Jewish population here. In any case it served as a fortress for a 
small garrison." A complete and final destruction in 586 BCE was also ob
served at Tell Beit Mirsim. The same situation becomes more and more ap
parent in the region of the southern part of the Judaean Hills, which was 
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resettled in the Persian period by the Edomites. No remains from the Baby
lonian period were found here. According to all indications and the results of 
many excavations conducted here, the Babylonian destruction was complete, 
and the resettlement, if there was one, did not occur before the Persian pe
riod. For example, at the site of Tel Halif, the last Judaean city came to an 
end during the Assyrian period (650 BCE). Only after a long gap (650-500 
BCE) was settlement renewed. 

To summarize: among the many sites located in the region of the Judaean 
Hills south of Jerusalem, only at three did the excavators report on some 
measure of continuity into the Babylonian period: the fortress of Khirbet 
Abu Tuwein, Beth-Shemesh, and Tell Rabud, south of Hebron. The excava
tor of Tell Rabud, M . Kochavi, claims that after the Babylonian destruction 
"only a few buildings, not enclosed by a wall, could be attributed to the post 
exilic period" (Stratum AI). These are rather unimpressive results for such a 
long list of excavated sites. The overall picture emerging from the hilly part 
of the former Judaean kingdom is of almost complete destruction followed 
by the erection of small, poor villages without central towns. 

The major towns in western Judah, with Lachish topping the list (con
cerning its last days before the Babylonian conquest, we learn from the os-
traca found there; see above), were all totally destroyed. There is a long list 
of excavated sites, which includes Maresha, Tell Judeideh, Tell Burnat, Tel 
'Erani, Azekah, Tell e§-Safi, Tel Iĵ arasim, and Tel Batash. Settlement was 
not renewed before the Persian period at any of these sites. As for Beth-
Shemesh, not much of the last stage of the Judaean monarchy period was 
found there in recent excavations. Only one tomb that may have contained 
some Babylonian-period remains was found (Tomb 14). 

Turning to the southern part of Judah, to the Beersheba Valley, here, too, 
all the many sites excavated appear to have been utterly destroyed by the 
Babylonians (if not in 586 BCE then in 582). These include the towns and 
fortresses located at Arad, Horvat 'Uza, IJorvat Radum, Tel Malhata, Qit-
mit, Aroer, Tel Ira, Tel Masos, Tel Sheva, and even the remote Judaean 
fortress of Kadesh-Barnea. Al l these sites were totally destroyed. Their set-
dement was renewed, if at all, only in the second part of the Persian period, 
i.e., during the 4th century BCE. This date is based upon the dates for the 
many ostraca found at these sites. After the renewal of setdement, their pop
ulation consisted mainly of Edomites and Arabs. Even the Edomite 
fortresses along the Aravah at Ha?eva and TeU el-Kheleifeh were destroyed. 
Of these two sites, only the second was rebuilt in the Persian period, a station 
along the prosperous new trade route passing through the region. In it were 
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already setded, besides the Edomites, the new merchants of the period: the 
Phoenicians and the Greeks (see below). 

While Edomite settlements were destroyed by the Babylonians in the 
same manner as the Judaean settlements in this region, it seems that Edom it
self continued to exist. Sometime after the deportation of the Jewish popula
tion from this region, the Edomites returned here alone, as well as to the now 
empty southern part of the Hebron Hills as far as Beth-Zur. This region will 
henceforth be referred to as Idumaea. As more sites are excavated here, it ap
pears increasingly probable that this process began during the Persian pe
riod. 

The bottom line in this discussion is that after the Babylonian conquest of 
Judah, only in the small region of Benjamin did some sites continue to exist 
or were rebuilt, while the rest of the country remained in a state of total de
struction and near abandonment. 

II.3 Tel Malhata, a heap of slingstones shot by the Babylonian army during the siege of 
the town 
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T H E B A B Y L O N I A N P E R I O D : 
SUMMARY A N D C O N C L U S I O N S 

OUR SURVEY OF the results of excavations at each of the sites in Pales
tine indicates that the vast majority of the towns, which were resettled after 
being destroyed by the Babylonians, was rebuilt during the Persian period. 
To name a few in Philistia: Ekron, Ashkelon, Tel Batash, Tell Jemmeh, 
Ruqeish, and Tel Sera'. The Assyrian fortresses along the Way of the Sea (Via 
Maris), such as the recently excavated fort at Rishon le-Zion, were also reoc-
cupied only in the Persian period. The same is true throughout the Beer
sheba Valley, destroyed by the Babylonians and resetded, according to the 
date assigned to the ostraca found at Tel Sheva and Arad, only in the 4th cen
tury BCE. The same results were obtained in regard to the setdements along 
the Aravah and the Jordan Valley, from Tell el-Kheleifeh on the coast of the 
Red Sea, through En-Gedi and north to Dan. Similar results were obtained 
in excavations at Hazor, Megiddo, Dor, and central Judah: Jerusalem, Ramat 
Rahel, Lachish, and other sites. 

This vacuum during the Babylonian period is also reflected in a different 
way: the length of the Babylonian domination in some regions of Palestine 
was sixty-six years (from 604 to 538 BCE), a considerable period of time. 
From this period, no document connected to the Babylonian administration 
of the country has been found. Up to now, the Babylonian remains consist of 
a few dozen Neo-Babylonian seals and seal impressions, some imported and 
some local imitations. Even a superficial examination of their stratigraphic 
contexts shows that a minority originated in assemblages dating to the end of 
the 7th and beginning of the 6th centuries BCE, i.e., prior to the Babylonian 
period. The overwhelming majority is dated to the Persian period, and very 
few can be safely attributed to the Babylonian period. 

Three Neo-Babylonian cuneiform inscriptions have been recovered in 
Palestine, but two of these, both clay tablets, one from Mikhmoret on the 
Sharon coast and the other from Buseirah in Edom, which might have pro
vided evidence for the renewal of international trade along the two major 
highways, are dated to Persian-Achaemenian monarchs rather than the Neo-
Babylonian period. Only the third one, a dedicatory inscription from Tell en-
Nasbeh in Benjamin, may perhaps belong to that age, but it came from a 
doubtful context. Other evidence for international trade of any kind is defi
nitely lacking. 

In order to understand the archaeological vacuum of the Babylonian pe
riod in Palestine, we must compare it to the previous Assyrian age (especially 
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beginning with the estabHshment of the Assyrian provinces in Palestine; see 
above), which is only somewhat longer in time to the Babylonian period, dat
ing from around the middle of Sargon's reign, following the occupation of 
Samaria, to the Assyrian retreat from all their estates in Palestine, from 715 
to 640 BCE. 

We have already discussed the major remains from the Assyrian period in 
detail in the previous section. There are four stone memorial stelae left by the 
Assyrian kings, at Samaria, Ashdod, Ben-Shemen, and Kakun. There are As
syrian administrative cuneiform tablets from TeU Keisan, Samaria, Gezer, 
and Hadid, as well as the Lamashtu tablet from the vicinity of Lachish. As
syrian structures were found at Ayelet ha-Shahar, Gezer, Tell Jemmeh, Tel 
Sera', Tel Haror, and elsewhere, as well as the line of Assyrian fortresses of 
the types that was recently uncovered at Rishon le-Zion. Fortifications and 
gates and even the general replacement of the local "four-chambered" house 
with the Mesopotamian "open-court house" plan provide further evidence. 
The Assyrian siege ramp at Lachish, weapons, military equipment, etc., pro
vide insight concerning Assyrian military practice. Assyrian burial customs 
reflected in the form of clay coffins are known in Palestine from aU the terri
tories under direct Assyrian domination in the northern part of the country: 
at Dor, Megiddo, Tell el-Qitaf near Beth-Shean, at Dothan, Samaria, and Tell 
el-Far'ah (N), and recently also at Jezreel. 

There is also Assyrian "Palace ware" and its local imitations, Assyrian 
stone vessels, metal artifacts, and Assyrian reliefs, as well as dozens of im
ported Assyrian seals, some of which are inscribed with official titles. The ap
pearance of the Assyrian glyptic style in Palestine appears to have 
revolutionized local glyptic art, which was previously based on Phoenician-
Israelite archetypes. 

Returning to the Babylonian period, no such rich material culture has sur
vived. The only trace's of Babylonian presence are the massive destruction 
levels that they left behind, which are indeed impressive. These have been 
uncovered at Ashkelon, Ekron, and Tel Batash; in Jerusalem, both in the ex
cavations of Y, Shiloh and E. Mazar in the City of David and in those of N . 
Avigad in the Upper City, near the remains of the Judaean tower; at En-Gedi; 
and elsewhere. But there is nothing above these levels that can be attributed 
to the Babylonian period. 

Why is there such a great difference between two periods of almost equal 
duration? This is clearly not a result of chance. The reason appears to be a 
difference in the policies of the two empires. While the Assyrians at first 
adopted a policy of destruction and deportation, this changed, for some rea-
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son, and after a short time, was almost entirely reversed. They rebuilt every 
destroyed town, sending in large numbers of new people from other lands, 
on a scale not often seen in the long history of Palestine. This is a phenome
non still awaiting proper study. The rebuilding of Megiddo Stratum III, Dor, 
Dothan, and many other towns in a relatively short time completely changed 
the character of the desolated country. The Babylonians, on the contrary, left 
the country as it was during the initial phase of their domination, after they 
deliberately destroyed, burned, and robbed all the settlements they occu
pied. They also deported those not killed to Babylon. The Babylonian au
thorities never built anything. It was mainly the destruction of the country's 
major harbor towns along the coast that immediately affected international 
trade relations and the economic situation of the rest of the country in gen
eral, including the previous Assyrian provinces, which were probably under 
their direct rule, reducing them to poverty. 

The major conclusion of this discussion is that in the archaeology of Pales
tine, there is virtually no clearly defined period that maybe called "Babylo
nian," for it was a time from which almost no material finds remain. This 
means that the country was populated, and there were settlements, but that 
the population was very small in number, and that large parts of the towns 
and villages were either completely or partly destroyed, and the rest were 
poorly functioning. International trade virtually ceased. Only two regions 
appear to have been spared this fate: the northern part of Judah, i.e., the re
gion of Benjamin, which did not suffer terribly from the Babylonians and ex
hibits signs of relative prosperity; and probably the land of Ammon, a region 
that still awaits further investigation. 
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I N T R O D U C T I O N : 

T H E H I S T O R Y O F P A L E S T I N E 

I N T H E P E R S I A N P E R I O D 

When in 539 BCE Babylon fell to Cyrus, the Achaemenid king of Per
sia (559-530 BCE), Persia was raised to the status of an empire com

prising the entire Near East. In contrast to the Babylonians, whose rule had 
been based upon large-scale deportations of people and a reign of fear, 
Cyrus, from the outset, adopted a much more lenient policy. This included 
resettling exiles in their homelands, reconstructing their temples, and foster
ing the image of a liberator. This policy gained him the goodwill of most of 
the subject peoples in his empire. 

Within the framework of this policy, Cyrus issued a proclamation to the 
Jewish exiles in Babylon urging them to return to Jerusalem and rebuild their 
Temple there. The first Jews to return from Babylon, headed by Sheshbazzar 
"the prince of Judah" (apparently Shenazzar the son of Jehoiachin, the for
mer king of Judah), encountered numerous difficulties in their attempt to 
reestablish the national and religious center of the Jewish people. On arrival 
they found," on the outskirts of the ruined city, a small community that had 
continued to dweU in the largely desolate land after the destruction of the 
First Temple. This remnant and the neighboring Samaritans, Ashdodites, 
Edomites, and Arabs did not view the repatriates with favor and used aU 
means in their power to obstruct them. They finally succeeded in putting an 
end to their building activities in Jerusalem. 

Throughout this period, Cyrus was engaged in military expeditions in or
der to consolidate the borders of his new empire. He fell in battle in 530 BCE 
in the area east of the Caspian Sea. 

Cyrus was succeeded by his son Cambyses II (530-522 BCE), whose chief 
accomplishment was his conquest of Egypt and its annexation to the 
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outside the Iron Age wall. P. W. Lapp dated the end of this settlement, like 
those at Gibeon, Bethel, and Shechem, to about 500 BCE , but neither he nor 
Wright could offer an explanation for the cause of the destruction. He dated 
the renewal of the settlement at the site to the end of the 3 rd century BCE . In 
the final discussion of the site's pottery (1981), N . Lapp suggested the 
following new subdivision: IIIA=late period of the Judaean kingdom; 
IIIB=exilic (Babylonian) period, 586-538 BCE , based upon comparison to 
similar pottery groups from Bethel, Gibeon, Tell en-Nasbeh, and Tomb 14 at 
Beth-Shemesh (see below). 

Another major site in this region that was recently excavated is Nebi 
Samuel, which proved to be an important town in the Persian period. The 
pottery is not published or even treated yet, but among the finds recorded is 
a group of yehud seal impressions and a lion seal impression typical of the 
province of Judah in the Persian period (see below). 

More information on this region came to light in excavations conducted at 
some smaller sites such as Ras el-Haruba, Bethany, and Mozah, which con
tribute to the general picture drawn above. It is the continuation of the set
tlements from the end of the kingdom of Judah into the Babylonian age 
without interruption and later into the Persian period. 

Jerusalem and the Highlands 

In the area of Judah, the main excavations of Persian-period settlements have 
been conducted at Jerusalem, Ramat Rahel, and Beth-Zur, located in the 
highlands; at Jericho; and at En-Gedi in the east; and Gezer in the western 
foothills. The rest of the sites situated along the western Shephelah such as 
Beth-Shemesh, Tel Batash, and Azekah produced few finds from the Persian 
period. One must bear in mind that large parts of the territory of the previ
ous Judaean monarchy, including cities such as Lachish and Maresha, not to 
mention the southern sites in the Beersheba Valley such as Tel Sheva and 
Arad, were annexed to Idumaea during this phase (see below). 

We shall start our detailed discussion of the Judaean cities in this area dur
ing the Persian period with the capital—Jerusalem. Persian-period 
Jerusalem was bounded by walls erected by Nehemiah. Despite the relatively 
detailed description in the Bible (Nehemiah 2:13-15; 3:1-32; 12:31^0), the 
location of these walls has been a matter of controversy for many years, sim
ilar to the controversy surrounding the extent of the city during the First 
Temple period. The maximalist school, whose main proponents were J . Si
mons and L. H . Vincent, maintained that the borders of the city extended to 
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No remains from the Persian period were uncovered in the Jewish Quar
ter excavations on the western hill. Directly overlying the remains of the First 
Temple period are Hellenistic strata. This gap in occupation after the Baby
lonian destruction of Jerusalem in 586 BCE and the deportation of its inha
bitants indicates that the Mishneh on the western hill also remained 
abandoned. Support for these conclusions now comes from the excavations 
conducted in Jerusalem since 1967: in the Armenian Quarter, on Mount 
Zion, and in the citadel. In none of these has a settlement stratum or any Per
sian-period objects of significance been uncovered. As the excavated areas 
increase and cover more of the western hill, it can be stated today with al
most complete certainty that no urban setdement existed in this period in 
Jerusalem outside the southeastern hill. 

A few kilometers south of Jerusalem another important Persian-period 
site was excavated in the 1960s by Y. Aharoni. This is the site of Ramat 
Rahel. In the first three seasons, the Persian-period remains were included 
within a very broad chronological framework (Stratum IV), which encom
passed the Persian, Hellenistic, and Herodian periods. In the fourth season, 
this stratum was subdivided into IVB for the 5th to 3rd centuries BCE and 
IVA for the later periods. The building remains attributed to Stratum IVB 
are meager and consist mainly of the remains of a massive wall on the east 
side of the excavated area, which is about 1.2 m. wide and is oriented roughly 
along the course of the outer wall of the Judaean citadel (see above). Its foun
dation trench contained pottery of the Persian-Hellenistic periods. Some 25 
m. of the wall were cleared without hitting any lateral walls, and in the opin
ion of the excavator this was a defensive wall enclosing a large courtyard. A 
rubbish dump (no. 484) on the east side contained pottery and seal impres
sions from the IsraeHte, Persian, and Hellenistic periods. Other buildings 
from this stratum were found in the southern part of the excavations, about 
2 to 3 m. south of the Judaean citadel. The whole area was badly damaged by 
Byzantine construction and only a complex of a few rooms was uncovered. It 
should be pointed out that the built walls were constructed of large trimmed 
stones set alternately in headers and stretchers. The finds from the Persian 
period at Ramat Rahel are unique. Some of the local pottery was found scat
tered over the entire excavated area, but the bulk of it was found in a num
ber of assemblages, one in the foundation trench of a long wall on the west 
side (Loci 429,430) and especially in the large rubbish dump on the east side 
of the waU (484). Other pottery assemblages also came from rooms of this 
period (439, 457). Attic ware and a few East Greek shards were found scat
tered in various places on the mound. 
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